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WITH VARIABLE PARAMETERS~ 
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The conditions of instability of the position of equilibrium are 
obtained for a linear oscillator with variable parameters, and 
illustrated for the case of plane oscillations of a rocket with fins &out 
its centre of mass. 

Consider a linear oscillator 

f t f ft)s’ + g (fj2 = 0 w 

where f(t) and g (f) are continuously differentiable functions of time t, with t> 0. The 
problem of its position of equilibrium 

I= 0, z'= 0 (2) 
has been studied in a number of publications (e.g. /l, 2/). The sufficient conditions for 
asymptotic stability and the instability of solution (2) of Eq.(l) were studied in /3, 4/. 
Below we establish the sufficient conditions of instability of the position of equilibrium (2) 
of a linear oscillator (l), which differ from those indicated above. 

Writing z' = Y. we obtain a system of equations 

2. = J/, y' = --g (f)Z - f(Qy (3) 

equivalent to Es.(l) and having a trivial solution 

3=O,y=O (1) 

Theorem 1. Solution (4) of system (3) is unstable if 4>0 exists such that when 
1 > to one of the following conditions holds: 

D ($1 = ’ ,fz (i, - 9 if, ’ 0 (5) 
D (t)> 0, 41 (l)D (t) - ‘!,/’ (l)f (Ii - g‘(t) - ri’ If! -- f 111 - 4D (01 i’ol?i)<Q ((9 

Proof. Let e be an arbitrary positive number. We shall show that for any, arbitrarily 
small 670 we can choose "0, Y,, satisfying the inequalities 

I $0 I < 63 I % I < 6 (51 

such that T>O will exist such that the trajectory + (0, Y (1) (2 ($0) = $1 Y (4ll = Yo) will attain, 
at t= 41 T, the boundary of the region 

jYl<%I~I<e (31 

Let us consider the function V= zy. Its derivative has, by virtue of (3), the form 
y' = ya - f (t)zy - g (f)P 

Let us choose zo>O, y*>O satisfying conditions (7) and V' > f', and consider the 
trajectory of motion z(t), g(t) satisfying the initial conditions z (4) = zo, y (r,) = R. We can 
assume without loss of generality that D (b)<O. Let It,; t,l, Itn; t~1. . . ., fh; $,,+,l, be the interva 
in which condition (5) holds, and (t,; ~8; ts; f), ., (tan_1; td . the intervals in which ineqrialities 
(6) hold. Since condition V>O holds in the interval Ito; Ql, it follows that the trajec- 
tories in this interval will lie in the region z~>z~~~. Let us now coiisider z(t), r(t) in the 
interval (tl; t.). The derivative V' changes its sign in this interval and v'=O when 

II = ('id+vs)z (9) 

and ~'70 when 
Y > (l/d+ 1/D)+ (10) 
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Let t.~[t,;tal be such an instant of time that ~(t.),g((t.) satisfy the condition Y 0,) = 
(l/j ct.) + Vo wb 0.h i.e. that a point of the trajectory lies on the straight line (9) when t= 1,. 

We shall show that r(t), ~(0 when tE(t*. . t + At) satisfies inequality (101 provided that 
At>0 is sufficiently small. To do this we shall calculate the second derivative of V and 
write its formula under the condition that v'= 0: 

v" 18) = -(4f (Ol, (t) + 'iti (Gf (0 + g' 0) + ii' (Q + P (0 + 4D (t)) F%t z' 

Taking into account condition (6) we find that 1'" > 0 when v'=o, i.e. when t = 0,; 
t.f At) the trajectory belongs to the region V' > 0. This shows that when tE(tl; trl the 
trajectory lies in the region F.20. 

Similary we can show that when t E 1% tnill where R= 3.4,..., the point z(t), y(t) lies 
in the set v‘ > 0. This means that the relation ~(z(t)~~~t~~~O holds for the trajectory in 
question for any t>&* The latter inequality implies that when * > 4, the trajectory will 
lie in the region SY> =OYW 

We shall show that the boundary of the region (8) can be attained within a finite length 
of time. Let us consider, in the xy-plane, the region 

P = t5, y: ZY > z~Y~, 0 < 5 < 8, 0 < u < 81 

Let us obtain an estimate of the time during which the trajectory z(t),g(t) can remain in 
51. The inequality y>~~y,s-~ holds within this region, therefore by virtue of the first 
equation of (31 we have z(t)>sc + qy,,e+(t - t& From the last relation it follows that the time 
interval during which the trajectory may remain in B can be given by the number T= e(e-%) 
t@-$)". Since the trajectory cannot leave the region Q by intersecting the hyperbola zy=zOy,, 
this violates one of the inequalities of (8), thus completing the proof of the theorem. 

The equations of small plane oscillations of the rocket whose centre of gravity moves 
rectilinearly with constant velocity /5/ have the form (l), where f (t) = a@, g(t) = t&-at, a. b, a 
are constant numbers and a> 0. The quantity x represents, in this case, the angle of 
attack. The sufficient condition of the stability of solution (2) of system (1) was obtained 
in /S/, and it was shown that in the case of plane oscillations of the rocket the condition 
does not hold. We shall use the theorem given above to show that the position of equilibrium 
(2) is unstable. Indeed, there exists to>0 such, that relations (6) hold when t,to. This 
proves the Lyapunov instability of the small oscillations of the rocket. 

Theorem 2. If the functions f(t) and g(t) in Eq.(l) are non-vanishing, i.e. if the 
following limits hold: 

fi,r (t) = 0, !zg (t) = 0 

the position of equilibrium (2) cannot be uniformly stable. 

Proof. Let us consider a system of differential Eqs.(3) admitting of the trivial sol- 
ution (4). Take any e>O. We shall show that for any 8>@ there exists z,, YB satisfying 
the inequalities (7) and &,>O such that the trajectory z(t), go ft) where f (t*) = ~6. Y @d = ye. 

leaves the region (81 as the time increases. Let us write 

CT (t) = '1, 1 f V) I + ‘11. VP (0 + 4 1 k! (0 I 

Since f(t) and g (t) vanish, so will u U). We choose to > 0 so that the inequality 
0 (0 < %Yo@ holds for t>to. Here the trajectories r(t)+ y(t) will be situated, for t>to, 
in the region V' >o. Then, as follows from the proof of Theorem 1, an instant of time t>tr 
will exist, in which the trajectory will leave the region (8), which it was required to prove. 
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